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ABSTRACT

The unification of gauge couplings suggests that there is an underlying (supersym-
metric) unification of the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions. The prediction
of the unification scale may be the first quantitative indication that this unification may
extend to unification with gravity. We make a precise determination of these predictions
for a class of models which extend the mutiplet structure of the Minimal Supersymmet-
ric Standard Model to include the heavy states expected in many Grand Unified and/or
superstring theories. We show that there is a strong cancellation between the 2-loop and
threshold effects. As a result the net effect is smaller than previously thought, giving a
small increase in both the unification scale and the value of the strong coupling at low
energies.
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1 Introduction
While the Standard Model continues to provide a remarkably consistent description of
essentially all observed phenomena, many physicists think that there must be a more
fundamental theory capable of determining many of its features and parameters. To date,
the only quantitatively successful predictions for physics beyond the Standard Model are
the "unification" predictions for its gauge and Yukawa couplings and for this reason a great
deal of attention has been paid to them. At best, the present success of these predictions
gives some circumstantial evidence for a stage of supersymmetric unification. As the
measurement of the couplings of the Standard Model improves, it is possible to test such
unification predictions with ever higher precision and the hope is this will strengthen the
case for some underlying unification of the strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions
and shed light on its specific form. Furthermore, the scale of unification may provide us
with the first indication of unification with gravity because it is predicted in string theories
with a value close to that needed for unification. It is the purpose of this paper to test
these predictions in detail for a class of models which allow for the addition of heavy
states as expected in essentially all Grand Unified theories and/or superstring theories.

The "unification" predictions for gauge couplings rest on two premises. The first is
that the SU(3), SU(2) and U(l) gauge couplings are related at the (large) unification
scale and the second is that below this scale there is a specific multiplet content. The
first premise follows if there is a stage of Grand Unification (St/(5), 50(10), E$ etc.).
However Grand Unification is not essential. In a (compactified) string theory the gauge
couplings are related even if the gauge group is not unified. In this case the relationship
between the couplings depends on the Kac Moody level used to construct the theory. If
one works with the simplest level-1 theory, the "standard" 5(7(5) relationship between the
gauge couplings applies even though the gauge group is just that of the Standard Model.
Furthermore, in the case of the string theory the scale of gauge coupling unification is
determined in terms of the only parameter of the theory, the string tension. Fixing this
to obtain the correct gravitational strength coupling, one finds that the unification scale
should be close to the Planck scale, i.e. of <9(10I8GeV). The fact that the unification
of the gauge couplings of the Standard Model requires a very large scale of unification
of O((l — 3) x 1016)GeV may be considered to be the first indication that we are on the
right track when seeking to extend unification to include gravity as in the string theory.
However, one should note that the prediction of the scale of unification of the Standard
Model gauge group couplings applies only to the class of string theory which do not have
a stage of Grand Unification.

The second premise needed for the unification predictions is the choice of the low-
energy spectrum below the unification scale. The usual "minimal" assumption is that
this is just the minimal supermultiplet spectrum of the minimal supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM). However this is not the most reasonable expectation.

In any viable Grand Unified theory it is necessary to add additional supermultiplets
to obtain the required pattern of symmetry breaking. These additional multiplets are
vectorlike with respect to the Standard Model group, so that they may obtain very large
masses of the order of the (Grand) unification scale. However, only if they are exactly
degenerate with the additional massive gauge bosons of the Grand Unified theory, will
they leave the "minimal" unification predictions unchanged.

In string unification, even without Grand Unification, there is a definite multiplet



content. We noted above that even if the gauge group is just that of that Standard Model,
provided it is a level-1 string theory, the gauge couplings are still related at the unification
scale as in the prototype 5(7(5) GUT. In this case, the breaking of the symmetry is
through Wilson lines and one may show that the families of quarks and leptons belong to
complete SU(5) multiplets even though there is no residual SU(5) gauge symmetry [1];
this is just as is required by observation. In addition, specific Wilson line breaking allows
for an additional light pair of Higgs doublets as required in the MSSM. However, like the
conventional GUT, such string theories usually have additional states, vectorlike under
the Standard Model group, which can acquire masses of the order of the unification scale.
These states must fill out complete 5(7(5) representations or come as additional copies
of the Higgs sector; no other representations are allowed even though there is no Grand
Unified group. It is worth remarking that the presence of complete degenerate SU(5)
multiplets does not affect the unification of gauge couplings at one loop and thus, the
success of gauge unification applies in this case too. However, additional massive Higgs
doublets do spoil the unification predictions at one loop and are disfavoured.

With the minimal spectrum of the MSSM and assuming the 5(7(5) normalization of
the (7(1) gauge couplings, one may determine the three gauge couplings in terms of the
value of the unified coupling and the unification scale giving one overall prediction (up to
uncertainties due to our lack of knowledge of the low energy SUSY spectrum). It is most
convenient to express this as a prediction for the strong coupling, as this is the least well
known of the three couplings. This gives o3(A/z) > 0.126 [2] including the supersymmetric
threshold corrections [3], using as an input the well measured value of sin2 0w and CXEM-

This is in disagreement with the world average value of a${Mz) = 0.118 ±0.003 [4], albeit
marginally so. In string theories, as we have already mentioned, the gauge unification
scale is also predicted. In the case of the (weakly coupled) heterotic string the prediction
is [5]

Mstrtng « gairing x (5.2 x Wl7GeV) « 3.6 x 10i7GeV (1)

more than an order of magnitude larger than that predicted by the MSSM. There has
been considerable interest recently in a suggestion of Witten and Horava [6] that the (10
dimensional) strongly coupled heterotic string theory (M theory) gives a gauge coupling
more closely in agreement with the gauge unification value.

It is clear that the precision measurements of the gauge couplings already allow for a
very detailed test of the unification predictions and offer the potential of distinguishing
between different unified theories. Given this, we consider it important to explore in
detail the implications for the unification predictions of a non-minimal spectrum at the
unification scale of the type to be expected in realistic extensions of the Standard Model.
As we have mentioned, there are likely to be additional vectorlike states with masses
of order of the unification scale belonging to complete 5(7(5) multiplets or copies of the
MSSM Higgs supermultiplets. Only if these states have exactly the unification scale mass,
will the usual MSSM predictions apply, but the difference in the predictions if this is not
the case applies in two loop order and may be expected to be small. We will consider in
detail the effects of (5 + 5) and (TO + 10) additional 5(7(5) supermultiplets which have
masses less than the unification scale. While this does not exhaust the possibilities in
Grand Unified theories, as there may be further higher dimension representations, the
method we develop to obtain precision solutions to the renormalization group equations
can readily be generalized to such representations. In level-1 string theories, however,



the only states allowed are indeed just those that fill out the five and ten dimensional
representations, so the analysis presented here is quite general '. Furthermore, it is only in
the context of such string theories that the prediction for the string unification scale may
be directly compared with the unification scale of the couplings of the Standard Model.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next Section we discuss the mass
splitting of the additional massive states. This is important because it gives rise to
threshold corrections to the gauge couplings. In the case of Grand Unification, the split-
ting comes from calculable radiative corrections and the resulting threshold corrections
are of the same order as the usual two loop corrections. In the case of string unification
without Grand Unification, the components of an 5(/(5) multiplet are not related by the
low energy symmetry and there may be additional threshold effects.

In Section 3 we develop a method for determining the low energy coupling a^A/^) and
the unification scale, correct to two loop order in the running coupling, ignoring the effect
of Yukawa couplings. The simplest method is just to integrate numerically the coupled
differential equations, technique used in [7] and in [8]. However, we found problems in
achieving the required accuracy using this technique, so we developed a method in which
the calculation is done analytically. This has the advantage of more clearly exhibiting the
important parameters in the calculation. In Section 4 we compare our intermediate results
with the form presented by Shifman [9], derived by a completely different method, and
show that they lead to same answer. In Section 5 we use the analysis to determine analytic
formulae for the unification scale, the strong coupling constant and the intermediate scale
masses. Using these formulae we determine the numerical predictions and present them in
Section 6. The effect of additional corrections to the mass of the heavy SU{5) multiplets
is considered in Section 7. Finally in Section 8 we present a summary of our results and
our conclusions.

2 The Massive spectrum

We are interested in the class of models with additional vectorlike states / + I where
/ , 7 denote complete representations of 5(7(5). The components of complete SU(5)
representations transform under SU(3) and SU(2) groups as follows: for 0 = <fc : (3,1) ,
0 = / : (1,2) for the case / is the 5 dimensional representation of SU{b) and 0 = ec :
(1,1) , 0 = u c : (3,1) , ifr = q : (3, 2) for the case / is the 10 dimensional representation of
5(7(5). We note that in string compactifications there are just such additional states left
massless after compactification [1]. Here we wish to discuss how they obtain a (large) mass.
Since they come in vectorlike combinations, we can write down 5(7(3) <8> 5(7(2) (g) (7(1)
invariant mass terms n^rp where the mass fi^, can be far above the electroweak breaking
scale. This term will arise from a stage of spontaneous symmetry breaking through the
coupling X^^xfr-ip, when the 5(7(3) ® 5(7(2 0 (7(1) invariant scalar field < ,̂ acquires a
vacuum expectation value (vev). There is a very natural explanation for the origin of this
vev, because the mass squared of the fields <f>^ will be driven negative by the radiative
corrections involving the coupling A ,̂, in the usual radiative breaking mechanism [10].

To discuss this possibility in more detail, we consider first the case of a single <f> with

TWe discard the possibility of additional massive Higgs representations, for they are
known to spoil the unification predictions at one loop order.



Yukawa coupling \^<f>xl>xjj. The renormalization group equations have the form

(2)

J = ]

dm$.

dt

dml

= - 2

(4)

(5)

Here a{ = ^/4rr , i = {1,2,3}, V^ = \\l{Air), 6J = h + (n5 + 3n10)/2 where 6; is the
MSSM one loop beta function, rjj^ are given in the Appendix and Mi are the gaugino
masses which evolve as Mi(t) = Mi(0)(ai(t)/ai(0)). Also m^, m0 and fn^ refer to the soft
supersymmetry breaking masses of the fields <f>, %j) and ifr respectively2. The above sum over
0 runs over the component fields t/> = {/, dc, ec, uc, q] for the case one considers both 5 and
10 dimensional complete representations of SU(5) with s^, = |{2n5,3ns, nio, 3nio,6nio}.

Let us discuss how the field <f> actually acquires a vev, and what the expectation for
its magnitude is. This requires us to solve the renormalization group equations for the
soft SUSY breaking masses m^, m^, m^. It is straightforward to solve these equations
numerically in specific cases. To determine the general feature, we solve a more simple
example, keeping only the QCD gauge coupling and considering the case of a single
component field xft which has QCD quantum numbers. Solving eqs (4),(5) leads to the
result m^ = m^ and

milt) = a(0)nm 1(0)
- 7m) K(°)

Ty-—1m

a(0)J
- 1

a(0)J
- 1 (6)

where t = j^\n(fi/Mg) and -ym = s^Y^/b'3, 7 ,̂ = 2Yj/b'3 where YJ denotes the fixed
point value for the ratio Y^/a3 which can be easily computed from eqs.(2) and (3). Note
that this equation implies that m^ will be driven negative by the radiative corrections,
triggering a vacuum expectation value (vev) for <j>. This is the general behavior for our
simplified example with one field ip only.

In the case that <f> has a "flat" potential 3, the scale A at which this happens, corre-
sponds closely to the vev that is induced for <f>. This then gives a mass to the vectorlike
fields / , / coupled to <f>. The important point to note is that A is determined by the
multiplet content and by the allowed couplings of the theory; it is not a free parameter.
In the case we are considering, it is easy to determine the order of magnitude of A using
that 70 oc 1/nio (or 1/ns) and 7m ~ 1. Hence, for large n l o(ns) case, appropriate to our

2We use the notation n5 = N5 + Â g, TI]Q = Nl0 + Nj{
3i.e. there are no terms in the potential involving <j>.
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use of the fixed points in solving these equations, and with A/3(0)/m,/,(0) << 1, we get
from eq. (6) that:

»(0) - 2mJ(0) (7)

The point at which m^ is driven negative is clearly dependent on the initial value of
m^/m^. With this of order 1, it will occur at the point where a(t)/a(0) deviates from 1
by 0(1). For the case of large number of extra multiplets, this will be very close to the
unification scale Mg, so A will be close to this scale too.

Although, as we have just shown, it is possible that the intermediate scale breaking
is triggered close to the unification scale, for a(t)/a(Q) of O(l), it is also possible for a
much smaller intermediate scale to be generated, corresponding to a much smaller ratio of
a(t)/o(0), its magnitude depending sensitively on this ratio. Even if these parameters are
of the same order, the intermediate scale may be much smaller than our initial estimate.
If <j> does not have a "flat" potential, then the scale of the vev of <f> is not determined
by the scale at which its mass squared becomes negative. To see this, let us assume the
potential with leading term <f>r/Mr~* 4 , where M is the scale of the new physics leading
to the effective potential, which we take to be the compactification or Planck scale. Then,
the vev of <f> is proportional to (mjAf"4)1^'"*2 '. Since the SUSY breaking scale m^ is
of 0 ( 1 7 W ) , this implies an intermediate scale ranging from 1010GeV to LO15GeV for r
between 6 and 12.

To summarize, there is a very natural origin for the generation of the intermediate
scale, coming from radiative breaking. The magnitude of the intermediate scale is sensi-
tively dependent on the details of the theory.

Let us now consider the expectation for individual intermediate scale masses.
For the case of Grand Unification, 5(7(5) or larger, the mass terms must be 5(7(5)

invariant, so there is only a single field <f> and A^ is independent of ip. Thus, at the unifi-
cation scale, all components xj> of a representation / are degenerate. However, below this
scale, until the scale A// = < <j> >, radiative corrections will split the mass of the compo-
nents. For the case when one can ignore the Yukawa couplings such as A^ in computing
the radiative corrections, this splitting is generated by the gauge interactions only and is
thus easily calculable. The effects of this splitting is included in the determination of the
gauge unification predictions given in the next Section. The case where Yukawa couplings
are not negligible is discussed below and in Section 7.

For the case of string unification, even without Grand Unification, the gauge couplings
will be unified. Indeed, if the string prediction for the unification scale is relevant, there
must not be a stage of Grand Unification because the prediction refers to the unification
scale for the couplings of the gauge group at compactification scale, and this must just
be that of the Standard Model. However, without Grand Unification, there may be
different fields <f>^ responsible for giving mass to the different components of the 5(7(5)
representation. Furthermore, there is no reason why the couplings A^ should be the same
for all 0's.

Let us first consider the case that there is only one field <f>. In this case the Yukawa
coupling X^xltxj) leads to a mass X^ < 4> > where < 4> > is the vev of <f>. The individual

4The value of r will be determined by the symmetries of the theory.



couplings A,/, get renormalised according to eq(3) causing the spectrum to split. Just as
for the SU(b) case, the gauge contributions (the first term on the rhs) are included in
our analysis below. The case the Yukawa couplings are large is discussed in Section 7.
This leaves only the corrections which occur if the bare couplings A^ are different and the
effect of this is also presented in Section 7.

Finally we consider the possibility when there are different fields ^ responsible for
the masses of the various components i/> = {/, dc, ec, uc, q) of the representations of SU(5).
Again radiative effects will change the couplings A,/,. However, there is a more important
effect, because the radiative breaking mechanism giving rise to the <f>^ vev, drives m ^
negative at different scales, generating different vevs. The terms responsible for this in the
renormalization group equations are those proportional to the gauge coupling strength
of the component field r}>. The net effect of this is that the (3,1) components of the
5 dimensional are heavier than the (1,2) components, and the components in the 10
dimensional representation are similarly ordered with (3,2) > (3,1) > (1,2) > (1,1).
This effect is in the same direction as that driven by the gauge radiative corrections to
the couplings alone, but generates a larger splitting between the components. Again the
effect of this may be determined using the results of Section 7.

3 Renormalization group equations
We consider the two loop renormalization group equations for the gauge couplings, with
no top, bottom and tau Yukawa interaction. Their general form is given by:

with i = {1,2,3} and where t — ̂ \ogQ/Mg; Mg is the unification scale, and 6< and 6^
are, in a general notation, the one loop and two loop beta functions respectively, which
depend on the multiplet content of the theory. Dividing both sides by a] we may rewrite
this equation in the form

d ( - a ,

where we have used atjdt = r--f^ + O(a2) to rewrite the second term on the right-hand

side. We integrate this equation from Mg scale down to Mz scale, and replace 6, and 6V

with their appropriate values. As discussed in the previous section, the mass splitting of
the additional SU(b) multiplets added to the MSSM spectrum are generated by radiative
corrections. Thus to O(a2), the threshold effects coming from this splitting need only be
included at one loop order; the two loop terms may be cutoff at the mean mass, /x, of the
multiplet. This gives

1 ^ 1 + c. + ̂  £ 1
with

(11)



In the above equations Si stands for low energy supersymmetric thresholds; we will express
our results as a change of the MSSM predictions following from the addition of heavy states
and in this the Si cancel; further, xj; stands for the component fields of additional complete
SU(5) multiplets we consider and runs over {/,(fc,ec, uc,g}; their mass is /i^; b\ and b\j
are the one loop and two loop beta functions when none of these states is decoupled5;
their expressions are presented in the Appendix. The above formula is correct to two loop
order.

As we have stressed, the one loop threshold effects £, are in fact of the same order
as the two loop terms. This is made explicit from the one loop renormalization group
equations for the running mass

(12)
ai

where 77^ are given in the Appendix and we have ignored Yukawa interactions involv-
ing the ip. Keeping terms to O(Q2) corresponds to keeping only the one loop running
approximation for the couplings, in the presence of extra-matter:

- = fe'o?
dt

Using this we may integrate eq(12) to get

In
C*a

(13)

(14)

where we have assumed that all the heavy states get a common mass /JS at unification
scale. One sees explicitly that one loop threshold effects are, in fact, two loop-like effects.
As before we may further simplify this equation to write

(15)

for any V% since the effect of the radiative mass difference between different flavours
generates terms of higher order.

Using eq. (15) to express Q given in eq.(ll), we get from eq.(10) the value of the
couplings at Mz scale:

1*9

Otn

where
n

(16)

(17)

5We assume here that all additional states of a given flavour are degenerate; it is easy
to generalise the method to the non-degenerate case if desired.
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and Xi = 0, A2 = 2, A3 = 3.
These equations demonstrate an interesting result. At one loop the running of the

couplings depends only on the number of additional states through the combination n =
(«5 + 3nio)/2. We see that is also true at two loop, even though it is not true for the two
loop beta functions, because of the threshold effects. Note that this only applies in the
case Yukawa couplings are ignored. Note also the mild dependence of the functions Yij
on n.

In order to evaluate the effect of the additional heavy states, it is convenient to com-
pare the results with heavy states to the minimal MSSM predictions. In the latter, the
Renormalization Group Equations (RGE) are

again ignoring Yukawa couplings. The MSSM variables are labelled with an "o" index to
distinguish them from the model which considers additional complete SU(5) multiplets.
We follow the general approach and fix, as an input, the values for ot\{Mz) and a^A/*)
which are known with a good accuracy from the experimental values for aem(Mz) and
sin#iy(A^)- This fixes the values for a° and M° which are then used to compute numer-
ically the value for a^(Mt). As the MSSM has been extensively studied numerically, we
can take all these MSSM quantities as known.

Note that the parameters S° which appear in eq(18) and the parameters Si which ap-
pear in eq(ll) include the constant factors needed for MS —y DR (which are the same
in MSSM and our model 6) , the low energy supersymmetry thresholds effects and con-
tributions from nonrenormalizable operators at the high scale [11]. The SUSY threshold
effects are most conveniently included in terms of the effective scale T°uay [12] relevant
when calculating the strong coupling in terms of the weak and electromagnetic couplings.
Thus, when comparing the prediction with heavy states to the MSSM prediction we find

(19)

where the SUSY threshold effects give a contribution

and Tsusy is the new effective scale in MSSM plus the extra heavy states. At one-loop
order, the SUSY threshold factors are independent of the gauge couplings and thus are
the same for the MSSM and the MSSM with additional heavy states. At two loop order,
the SUSY threshold factors do depend on gauge couplings, but the difference between
these couplings in the models with heavy states is O(a) and thus the net effect is beyond
the two-loop order and can be neglected. The same arguments enable us to avoid the
explicit form of SUSY thresholds when computing other variables of the model with
heavy multiplets, like Mg or

6and will therefore cancel in the calculation below



4 Compatibility with other approaches.
After completing this analysis our attention was brought to the analysis of Shifman [9]
derived from a different point of view using holomorphicity arguments and the instanton
calculus. Here we wish to compare the results of the two approaches, namely the com-
parison of eq.(16) with Shifman's "master formula" [9]. We reproduce it below (ignoring
the heavy Higgs triplet and 24-plet contributions 7, but including the other heavy states'
contributions; we also add some generic values, £,-, for the low energy Susy thresholds, as
we want the values of couplings at Mt scale. We have:

MtZqL

Mo

zZuR

- 1 / w v <• - 1 & . " " a • r^ I. '"o » . A/o

<*3 \Mt) =
W * Vo,(M.)

2TT /i9

The advantage of this form for the pinning of gauge couplings is that (above supersym-
metric scale, when <$; = 0) this form is exact to all orders. However the wave function
renormalization coefficients Z are only known perturbatively so one is still confined to a
given order in perturbation theory when testing coupling unification. To two loop order,
one must include the values of wave-function renormalization coefficients Z in one loop
only; also, replacing them with their two loop value would give a three loop calculation
and so on 8. Here we only show that, using their one loop values, we get the same two loop
form for the running of gauge couplings as we got in equation (16). The Z coefficients
are, to one loop, given by:

— I / 71 I • f 71 \ ^/

where j — 1, 2,3, Ci is the second order Casimir operator 9 for SU(N), and 6̂  = b}+n and
where we took into consideration the one loop renormalization of these coefficients. Note

7These are not included in this work.
8Beyond two loop order this form is regularisation scheme dependent [13].
9divided by Y2 for U(l), hence giving a 3/5 factor, with Y defined as in the Appendix;

our definition for Y differs from that of [9] and hence the different powers for Z(j(i) in the
following equations

10



that we can neglect the splitting of the heavy SU(5) multiplets in the renormalization of
the Z factors as they correspond to higher than second order corrections in the RGE for
the couplings10. We get that:

•'SU(3) (24)

(25)

(26)

Also we have that
ZqL = ZsU(3) X Zsv{2) X

ZdR = ZSu{3) x 7 1 / 9

ZtL = ZsU(2) X i

^Wu,d = ZsU(2) X

With these expressions for Z coefficients we get from the "master formula" that:

, b,• fA/,,1 n , \Mg] 1 v^ n
- 1 + ^ I n k / + l n + Ea"1 M, = -Si + a- 1 + ̂ I n k / +^-ln — + 7" E 17 P M i - IT ln

where the 6,j, bj above are just the values of two loop and one loop beta functions for
MSSM. This is exactly the formula we previously obtained in eq.(16).

5 Analytical Results

We now proceed to solve the two loop RGE eqs.(16) analytically to obtain predictions for
the model with additional SU(5) multiplets. In both the analysis of the minimal MSSM
unification and the non-minimal case we adopt, we follow the usual analysis method of
using the measured weak and electromagnetic couplings to determine the strong coupling
and the unification scale. Thus, we fix as input parameters at the full two loop order
ai(Mt) = a\(Mz) and a2{Mz) = a°2(Mz) and equal to their experimental value u . In the
case of n additional 5(7(5) heavy multiplets, the mean mass of these multiplets introduces

10Strictly speaking one should use the bare mass \ig in the expressions for Z instead of
//,, but again, this difference is of higher order.

"The couplings are normalized such as ax = a2 = o3 at the unification scale.
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a further parameter which we choose to be ag. The output parameters of our model will be
the unification scale, Mp, the value of alpha strong at the Mz scale, a3(A/z), the masses
of the additional heavy 5(7(5) multiplets ft^, as well as their common mass /i9, at the
unification scale. Thus, making use of eq.(18), we solve analytically, to two loop order
12, the system of equations (15), (16), (17) for the unknowns Mg ,(ig ,/*0 , and a3(A/z) in
terms of MSSM variables M° . al(Mt) and a°g. This will avoid any numerical evaluation
of the system of these equations, as well as the inconveniences deriving from possible
numerical instabilities.

To achieve this, we subtract eq.(18) from eq.(16) for same i and obtain the following
relation:

Consider now the equations obtained from the above equation for i = 1 and i — 2, and
subtract them to get:

(29)

Eq.(29) will give us the ratio jfe (see later). Eq. (28) for t = 1 will give us the value of

the variable f = 1/(2TT) ln(Afs///,) which we introduce instead of/i, as an independent
variable and which proves useful in solving the system. To see this we make use of Eq.(15)
considered for x/> = q:

(30)

to substitute the ratio jjf- in eq.(28). With the above three equations we compute Mg/M°,
HgIMg (and therefore ng/M°) and f in function of the remaining terms present in the
above equations. We also observe that \n(a3(Mt)/aj(Mz)) = 0 in two loop order - hence
we can drop it - as we can see it from the fact that a"1 — o° - 1 + n£ = 0 in one loop
order. We also extensively use that In(a9/o,-(ji,)) = ln(l + <xgb'j£) which is correct to
two loop order. We therefore end up with expressions for Mg/M°, ng/M° in terms of £
and with a nonlinear equation for f itself. On this latter equation we again observe that
a~l — a°g~

x + n£ = 0 in one loop order as all log's present are two-loop or higher order
log's. Hence the £ dependence of Mg/M° (ig/M° is finally lost, and the three equations
decouple, as we can always replace ln(l + agb'^) by its corresponding value obtained for
a f computed in one loop.13

12This means that, in the following, we can discard terms which originate from three
loop order in either MSSM or in the model with additional multiplets.

13We will retain, however, a two loop term in the final results, to get an idea of the
importance of three loop contributions
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To solve for o^A/j) we simply multiply eq.(28) for t = 1,2,3 by 62 — 63, 63 — b\ and
61 — 62 respectively, add them together and make use of the above observations. In all these
processes the difference 5, — 8° is dropped as it would bring a higher order contribution,
as we mentioned in the previous section.

Finally, the remaining masses of the fields t/> can be computed easily from equation
(15).

After this algebra and consistent neglect of higher order terms, which proves to be
essential in simplifying the equations, we get the following analytical results:

9-1ir (31)

470
In

i <

ag 1168 [a,
— - 1 a0 n —
a°g 231TT 9 [a°

(32)

V9 = \ Q g
If+i

2 n o-i

1168
2317T

ao ln

(33)

(34)

The values of p}, u} , fTj, Tj ̂  , with j = {1,2,3} and 0 = {/, dc, ec, uc, g}, are given by

in -39 n 4 n 1

a id finally,
Th*i> -

(36)

(37)

(38)

The values of r/j,^ and b'} appearing above are given in the Appendix.
This gives the full analytical solution, to two loop order, to the system of non-linear

equations (15),(16),(17), which contains three RGE equations and five equations for the
running of the masses of ^>'s.

The term 1168/231 /n ln(afl/a°) in the above expressions can be dropped, as it brings
in a higher order {three loop) correction; however, we keep it, as it gives an idea of the size
of three loop corrections and makes a better agreement with the numerical approach of this
problem. It is also relevant when considering unification at strong ag. This is equivalent
to considering that a~x — a°~l + n£ = -1168/231/TT \n(ag/a°) where the right-hand side
of the latter is a two loop correction 14.

14See the appendix for a full two loop equation
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The solution demonstrates explicitly that the result depends on the number of addi-
tional states only, via the parameter n = (n5 + 3n10)/2. Also, the values of a3(Mz) as well
as the ratio jfi depend, to two loop, on the ratio of the couplings at unification scale only.

As a check of our calculation, one can take the limit ag/a° —> 1 in the above expressions
to recover the MSSM case.

6 Numerical results
In this section we consider the numerical results given by the expressions of eqs. (31),
(32), (33), (34).

For n = 1,2 the ratio Mg/M° is rather small, though larger than unity; in the meantime
&z{Mx) is always larger than its MSSM value; it cannot became smaller than a%{Mz)
because 15, in that case, the additional states would be too light (« 10 — lOOGeV) and
these cases are therefore disfavoured. Moreover in these cases the two loop approximation
breaks down for og quite close to its MSSM value, because the two loop contributions
involve log's of very small arguments, which make their contribution dominate over the
one loop contribution.

The case n = 3 is special because the step used in deriving eq(9) breaks down as
it involves division by a one loop beta function which is actually 0. This case should
be considered separately, even though, interesting enough, the limit n = 3 in our final
results exists and is finite, predicting a larger unification scale, up to a factor of « 10
for unification at strong coupling together with a larger a3{Mz). However the higher
order corrections are expected to be very large in this case too so these results should be
viewed with caution. This case has been analysed in detail [14], but ignoring the gauge
corrections to thresholds which, as we have seen, affects the result considerably.

For n = 4 or larger the perturbation expansion is well behaved for intermediate values
of the coupling. The results for the unification scale and the strong coupling are shown in
Figs 1 and 2. One may see that the unification scale is increased, but by a factor < 5 for
ag < 0.45. The values of a3(M2) always increases and arc larger than in MSSM. This is in
disagreement with the analysis of [8] due, we think, to errors in the numerical intergration
used. In fact it can be shown analytically that the partial derivative of a3 with respect
to the ratio Qg/aZ is always positive for any fixed n > 4 with ag > a° (see its expression
given in the Appendix). Therefore, in these cases, the strong coupling is larger than in
MSSM.

The dependence of the masses of the additional states on the unified coupling is shown
in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. One may see the masses increase as we increase the number of
states n, while keeping ag fixed. Note also that for a given n, there are two values of
ag which predict the same value of /x,, which shows the advantage of setting ag as our
input parameter instead of /x9, avoiding the ambiguity of the methods having \tg as an
input parameter and ag as an output. This is particularly relevant when we consider the
predictions for large values of the unified coupling.

To summarize, in contrast to previous analyses, we have found that the addition of
heavy states systematically increase a3(Mz) taking it further from the current experimen-
tal value. The effect of the additional states does increase the unification scale, but by a

15We use a°{Mz) = 0.125
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factor less than ~ 5 even for the largest couplings which may still be in the perturbative
domain. Since for unified couplings of 0(0.3) the string prediction of eq(l) increases by a
factor 2.7 there is only a small improvement with the weakly coupled heterotic string pre-
diction. Note that the analysis has neglected the Yukawa couplings of the third generation
which may be important; their effect is investigated elsewhere [15].

7 Massive threshold corrections

The analytic results we obtained in Sections 5, 6 refer to the case when the heavy mul-
tiplets have a common bare mass, fig at the unification scale and are split only by gauge
interactions. We found that the threshold corrections introduced by this splitting largely
cancel the two-loop corrections in the beta functions leading to the form of eq(16) or
equivalently cq(22). However Yukawa couplings will also cause the massive spectrum to
split introducing further threshold corrections. Fortunately the form derived by Shifman,
eq(22) shows that the cancellation persists for Yukawa corrections as well and that the
heavy states contribute with their bare mass only; radiative corrections to the masses
should not be included if the appropriate two-loop beta function is used. Thus the only
effects of Yukawa couplings are contained in the Z factors for the light fields. This is
important because, unlike the threshold effects, these corrections are not proportional to
n and so we do not expect such effects to be large. There remains the corrections which
may occur in non-Grand-Unified models due to the possible splitting of the bare Yukawa
couplings Av, introduced in Section 2. In this case the correction factors to our previous
results are given by

9
/o3//o4

where the label "old" used in this section refers to our previously obtained results of
Sections 5 and 6 and /j.^ stands for the bare mass for ip field. Also:

3nio, F A*!
o7

for the change in the strong coupling. The general effect of this uncertainty requires a
specific model for the bare couplings. However a general feature emerges. For the case of
additional 5.s an increase in the unification scale is always accompanied by an increase in
the strong coupling. For the case of additional 10s it is possible to avoid this, but only
through a very special choice of the bare masses which, lacking a specific model, looks
quite unnatural. Further one may see that the change in the unification scale is quite
small for reasonable numbers of additional multiplets unless the bare masses are split by
many orders of magnitude. In string theories the differences between the bare Yukawa
couplings are typically of 0(1) for the allowed couplings so it seems unlikely such bare
threshold corrections will give a large change to the unificaion scale.

8 Summary
Motivated by the structure of many Grand Unified and Superstring theories, we have
considered the implications of extending the structure of the MSSM by the addition
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of extra copies of massive vectorlike (/ + /) representations. These we take to fill out
complete SU(5) multiplets, even though there may be no stage of Grand Unification.
While such representations do not affect the one loop unification predictions, they can have
a substantial effect through their threshold effects and at the two-loop level. We computed
their effects on the unification predictions for the running gauge couplings for the case the
additional representations have common bare mass. We found that they always increase
the value of Q3 and thus, cannot explain the (marginal) discrepancy between the predicted
value Q3(A/Z) > 0.125 and the observed value a3{Mz) = 0.118 ± 0.003.

We also found that the unification scale is systematically increased by the addition
of such heavy states. The increase depends on the value of the coupling at unification
and is largest for the case this is approaching the strong coupling limit. For this case the
unification scale increases by a factor varying (function of n) between ] and 5 for ag=0.'S,
at the limit of the perturbative analysis. The larger enhancement, allowing for the change
in the string prediction at larger coupling, is only slightly closer to the value predicted in
the (weakly coupled) heterotic string theory.
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10 Appendix

The one loop beta function in the presence of complete 5(7(5) multiplets is given by:

( % \
& ! = l + n (41)

V-3 + n /
where n represents the linear combination n = (n5 -f 3nio)/2, with n5 = /V5 4- A/5 and
«io = Nia + NJQ. The one loop MSSM beta function is given by 6, = 6J(n = 0).
The two loop beta function in the presence of the complete SU(5) multiplets is given by:

/ 199 , 7 _ , 23., 27 , 9 _ i 3 _ 88 , 16., , 24
O 10 O

«.- = 24+8n10

i i 3n ) 0 14 + ^ J

(42)

The MSSM two loop beta function is given by 6^ = 6-j(n5 = 0, n10 = 0).
The values of the coefficients (Jj^ used in text, are given by the following matrix with the
symmetry group index j as a line index j = {1,2, 3}, and with the type of the field 0 as
a column index running over the set {/,<fc,ec, uc,q}, in this order.

/ 10 5 5 5 10 \
0i.* = I } 0 0 0 I (43)
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In the same notation we have for the matrix

3_ J_ 6
1.0 15 5 15 30

,* = M 0 0 0 | = 2C>(0) (44)
i n 8 n 8 8 I0 I 0 | ,

3 3 3

where Cj(ip) is the quadratic Casimir operator, given by 3V^/5, 3/4, 4/3 for f/(l), SU(2),
SU(3) respectively.
With these definitions, we get,

ft,, r?J> = i (6^ - bh - 2n\J5tJ) (45)
jl>={l,dc,ec,uc,q}

with Ai = 0 , A2 = 2, A3 = 3.
Throughout the text we used SU(5) normalization for gauge couplings, t = l/(27r) \n(scale/Mg),

In two loop, the equation for f used in Section 4 is

a - i _ ao-> + „£ = _ 1 1 ^ in fcj + £ Aj In fl + 6'a^l (46)

with Aj given by

Aj = J-i*L-,»l2.,Z«l) (47)
1 \ 13206; 7T 566'27r 763TT J

The derivative of a3(Mz) (eq.(32)), with respect to z = ag/<x° is positive, given that 2 > 1
and n > 4 as it can be seen from its expression given below:

—a3{Mz) = 3 [320 + 240 (-4 + n) + 60(-4 + nf + 5(-4 + n)3 + 2720 (-1 + *)

+ 1600 (-4 + n) (-1 + 2) + 290(-4 + n)2 (-1 + z) + 15(-4 + n)3 (-1 + z)

+5716(-1 + 2)2 + 2789 (-4 + n) (-1 + 2)2 + 400(-4 + n)2 (-1 + 2)2

+ 170 (-4 + nf (-1 + 2)3 + 5 (-4 + n)3 (-1 + 2)3] x

{14 7r [n + 5 ( — 1 + z) + (—4 + n) ( —1 + 2)]x

[20 + 5 (-4 + n) + 53 (-1 + z) + 5 (-4 + n) (-1 + 2)] x
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Figure captions

Figure 1. The ratio Mg/M° plotted in function of the ratio ag/atg for different values of
n.

Figure 2. The values of Q3(A/i) plotted in function of the ratio ag/a° for different values
of n.

Figure 3. The values of log,0(/iec/M°) plotted in function of the ratio Qg/ot^ for different
values of n.

Figure 4. The values of \ogl0(fiq/M°) plotted in function of the ratio Qg/oe° for different
values of n.

Figure 5. The values of the splitting Iog10(/u,/^e<:) plotted in function of the ratio otg/a
o
g

for different values of n.
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